Leben im Bad
Living bathrooms

guest bathrooms

Small bathrooms get bigger. What comes to mind
when you hear the term “guest bathroom”?
Cramped, bare, purely functional? We at Duravit
we would like to remedy these issues. With its
ﬂexible products that allow for very ﬂexible space
solutions, reﬁned concepts and innovative ideas
for guest bathrooms and powder rooms and new
product features. Spacious, inviting, creative,
cozy, simply beautiful. Have a look for yourself.
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2nd floor
Starck 2
Bacino, 2nd floor, Happy D.
Bacino, Starck 1, Fogo
Happy D., Starck 3
Starck 3
Architec, Starck 1, Fogo
Starck 1
Architec, Starck 1
Vero
Vero, X-Large
Starck 3, X-Large
Vero, X-Large
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guest bathrooms

The cozy guest bathroom. The 2nd ﬂ oor collection features everything a guest bathroom must have; toilets, shower
trays, handrinse basins and furniture vanity units in every dimension, variation and combination. And the use of warm
wood tones throughout the entire range (shown here in Bleached Oak, real wood veneer) means that 2nd ﬂoor creates
a particularly warm and cozy atmosphere. Additional ﬁ nish options include Ebony (real wood veneer), Rosewood (decor)
or White High Gloss (lacquer ).
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Products: 2nd floor (Sieger Design)

1
Furniture handrinse basin, 400 mm
without overflow, with tap-platform
Vanity unit
floor standing, Bleached Oak

# 0790400000

2
Wall mounted toilet, Washdown model
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure

Order No.
# 2220090000
# 0068990000

3
Shower tray, Square
900 mm x 900 mm

Order No.

# 6455 L /R

Order No.
# 720046000000000

4
Furniture handrinse basin
Washbasin trim
Bleached Oak

Order No.
see pic. 1

5
Shelf, incl. 2 fixations in chrome

Order No.
# 6440

6
Handrinse basin, 500 mm
without overflow, with tap-platform
Siphon cover for # 079050

Order No.

# 6405

7
Furniture handrinse basin
Vanity unit
wall mounted, Bleached Oak

6

5

# 0790500000
# 0857130000

Order No.
see pic. 1
# 6445 L /R

7

Create entirely unique and sophisticated space solutions
with 2nd ﬂoor: the handrinse basin, e.g. with a surrounding wooden case (4) or with an additional shelf near or
under the basin (5). Other available alternatives for the
50cm-wide handrinse basin are a wall mounted or ﬂoorstanding vanity unit (1 + 7) as well as a siphon cover (6).
guest bathrooms
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guest bathrooms
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The designer guest bathroom. Indulge your guests in good design: created by Philippe Starck, the Starck 2 range is not
only highly aesthetic, but also perfectly functional. With its compact 50cm-wide handrinse basin that still offers plenty
of surface space or its urinal with cover, it is ideal for a private guest bathroom.

Products: Starck 2 (Design by Philippe Starck)

1
Handrinse basin, 500 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
Siphon cover for # 076150

Order No.
# 0761500000
# 0863820000

2
Wall mounted toilet, washdown model
Toilet seat
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure

Order No.
# 0160090000
# 0066910000
# 0066990000

3
Urinal, model for cover
Urinal cover

Order No.
# 0835320000
# 0065910000

4
Shower tray, Rectangle
1600 mm x 900 mm
Wooden inlay for # 720040

Order No.
# 720040000000000
# 790809000000000

5
Handrinse basin, 380 mm
without overflow, with tap-platform
Siphon cover for # 076138

3

Order No.
# 0761380000
# 0863830000

Accessoires: Series Starck 1

4

5

As sophisticated as it is slip-resistant: the convenient Starck shower with teak grid combines good design with high
functionality (4).
Reﬁ ned for particularly small guest bathrooms: the 38cm-wide handrinse basin with siphon cover and tiny 26cm overhang saves precious spaces and offers a convenient basin size (5) despite its small dimensions.

guest bathrooms
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Products: Bacino, 2nd floor (Sieger Design),
Happy D. (Sieger Design)

1
Wash bowl, 420 mm
with overflow

2
Wash bowl, 420 mm
with overflow

2

guest bathrooms

Order No.
# 0325420000

# 0334520000

4
Wall mounted toilet, washdown model
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure
Bidet wall mounted

Order No.
# 2220090000
# 0068990000
# 2254150000

Accessoires: Series Starck 1
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# 0333420000

3
Wash bowl, 550 mm
with overflow

5
Console, 900 mm
White Highgloss

4

Order No.

Order No.

Order No.
# 831C

The unadorned guest toilet. Various Duravit ranges and products can always be mixed an matched. Here, the clear lines
of the 2nd ﬂoor wall mounted toilet and bidet combine effortlessly with the sophisticated Happy D. console and the geometric Bacino washbasin. The Bacino range offers four different basic forms: square with a width of 42 cm (1), round
with a width of 42 cm (2), more angular with a width of 55 cm (3) or cylinder with a width of 37 cm (see page 10).

1+5

4

Optimum space usage: the washing area is located in a corner. The 2nd ﬂoor toilet with SoftClose toilet seat is available
in both wall mounted (4) and ﬂoor mounted (no illustration) versions.

guest bathrooms
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guest bathrooms

The guest toilet with plenty of storage space. Guests also appreciate having space for their things. The Fogo bathroom
furniture range is a true winner when it comes to storage space – and even gives small bathrooms an inviting feeling.
Here you can see a mirror cabinet, a low cabinet and console, alternatively combined with washbasins from the Bacino or
Starck 1 series. Available ﬁ nishes include real wood veneers of American walnut, Macassar, Ash Olive, American Cherry
Tree and Bleached Oak.

Products: Bacino, Starck 1 (Design by Philippe Starck), Fogo

1
Wash bowl, 370 mm
cylindric, without overflow
Console, 600 mm
with drawer, American Cherry

# 0341370000

2
Wall mounted toilet, Washdown model
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure
Bidet wall mounted

Order No.
# 0210090000
# 0065880000
# 0274150000

3

Order No.

# 8520

3
Wash bowl, 460 mm
without overflow
Console

Order No.
# 0445460000
see pic. 1

4
Tall cabinet
American Cherry

Order No.

5
Mirror cabinet
American Cherry

Order No.

4

# 9550 R

# 9672

Accessoires: Series Starck 1

5

Reﬁ ned: the new Fogo low cabinet is ideal for guest
bathrooms thanks to its shallow depth (4).
Storage wonder: the Fogo mirror cabinet offers plenty
of space for odds and ends (5).

guest bathrooms
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A small yet extremely elegant exterior, a surprisingly spacious interior: the Happy D. vanity unit (1) provides plenty of
practical storage space for towels and anything else you might need in a guest bathroom. The lower glass shelves in the
doors are furnished with a double chrome rail to ensure that everything remains safely in place (illustration on right). The
following surfaces can be chosen for all solitary and grid furniture from the Happy D. range: White High Gloss (decor) and
real wood veneers ranging from Bleached Oak and American Cherry Tree to American Walnut and to dark Macassar.
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guest bathrooms

The timeless guest bathroom. With the award-winning Happy D. range from Duravit, you cannot go wrong. And this includes guest bathrooms too, e.g. with a wall mounted toilet, mirror, washbasin and vanity unit. The wood surfaces (shown
here: American Cherry Tree) lend the bathroom a homely feel. Well-suited mix-and-match options are the shower and
urinal from the Starck and Starck 3 ranges.

2

Products: Happy D. (Sieger Design),
Starck 3 (Design by Philippe Starck)

1
Handrinse basin, 460 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
Vanity unit
wall mounted, American Cherry
Mirror with lighting

Order No.
# 0417460000
# 6283 L
# 9630

2
Handrinse basin
Siphon cover for # 041746

Order No.
see pic. 1
# 0863870000

3
Handrinse basin, 500 mm
without overflow, with tap-platform
Siphon cover for # 041850

# 0418500000
# 0863880000

4
Wall mounted toilet, Washdown model
Toilet seat
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure
Bidet wall mounted

#
#
#
#

5
Urinal

Order No.
# 0821350000

Order No.

Order No.
0171090000
0066910000
0066990000
0256150000

3

4

5

Where less storage space is required the washbasin
combined with the siphon cover makes for a perfect
alternative (2).
The narrow washbasin with a mere 25 cm overhang is
perfectly suited to particularly small bathrooms (3).

guest bathrooms
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4

The compact guest toilet. Even in places with very limited space, Duravit offers both functional and aesthetically pleasing
solutions. The Starck 3 is a great match for rooms with limited space, e.g. with washbasins of the smallest dimensions
and wall mounted toilets and bidets of compact construction. An appealing guest bathroom can easily be designed using
this versatile collection, which pays heavy attention to detail.

Products: Starck 3 (Design by Philippe Starck)

2

1
Handrinse basin, 450 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
Siphon cover for # 0750450

Order No.
# 0750450000
# 0865170000

2
Wall mounted toilet Compct, washdown model
Toilet seat, without automatic closure
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure
Bidet wall mounted Compact

#
#
#
#

Order No.
2202090000
0063810000
0063890000
2231150000

3
Handrinse basin, 500 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
Siphon cover for # 075150

Order No.
# 0751500000
# 0865180000

4
Handrinse basin
Design siphon, chrome

Order No.
see pic. 1
# 0050361000

Accessoires: Series D-Code

The Starck 3 washbasin, with a width of 500 mm or 450 mm, is available with a sleek siphon cover or design siphon
(optional). In addition, the corner washbasin has proven to be a real problem solver (see page 27).
Accessories like the soap dish and the paper holder are from the extensive D-Code range.

guest bathrooms
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Products: Architec (Design by Frank Huster),
Starck 1 (Design by Philippe Starck), Fogo

1
Wash bowl, 400 mm
ground, with overflow, with tap-platform
Design siphon, chrome
Console, 1800 mm, Macassar
Mirror with lighting

# 0320400009
# 0050361000
# 089C
# 9713

2
Wall mounted toilet, washdown model
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure
Bidet wall mounted

Order No.
# 0210090000
# 0065880000
# 0274150000

3
Urinal
model without cover
Urinal, model with cover

2
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Order No.

Order No.
# 0834320000
see page 19

The elegant guest toilet. How minimalistic geometry can create extraordinary elegance is highlighted by the Architec
and Starck 1 ranges. And they blend together so well: circular, square, conical – washbasin, urinal and wall mounted
toilet create a natural unit. The design is complemented by a Fogo console in elegant Macassar. The length can be varied
from 80 cm – 200 cm.

3

As beautiful as it is practical: accessories like paper holders and toilet brushes in the Starck 1 range ensure that nothing
is amiss in the guest bathroom. The urinal (3) is also available in a closed version with cover (see page 19).

guest bathrooms
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guest bathrooms

The bathroom in the holiday home. Whether you’re the owner or the guest, everyone wants a little luxury while on holiday.
The Starck 1 range features great bathroom furnishing solutions. The barrel-shaped washbasin, shown here in American
Walnut, is already a classic. Appealing alternatives include the washbasin with towel rail and the washbasin with ceramic
top and wooden legs. Illustration left: the “barrel” is available in (f.r.t.l.) Macassar, American Walnut, American Pearwood
and the brand-new, lacquer ﬁ nshes in black or white.

3

Products: Starck 1 (Design by Philippe Starck)

1
Furniture washbasin, 580 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
Vanity unit
floor standing, American Walnut
Mirror with lighting
Toilet close-coupled, washdown model
Cistern, push button Classic
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure
Bidet floor standing

Order No.
# 0406580000

#
#
#
#

# 9520
# 9713
0233090000
8727000001
0065880000
0274100000

2
Vanity unit, floor standing
from left to right: White Highgloss, Black Highgloss,
Pearwood Tone, American Walnut , Macassar

Order No.

3
Washbasin, 570 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
Siphon, with fixing for Towel rail
Towel rail, chrome

Order No.
# 0405570000
# 0863530000
# 0030501000

4
Wall mounted toilet, washdown model
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure
Bidet wall mounted

Order No.
# 0210090000
# 0065880000
# 0274150000

# 9520

5
Washbasin (incl. console), 480 mm
console real wood veneer, Pearwood Tone,
ceramic top

# 0412000008

6
Urinal, model for cover
Urinal cover

Order No.
# 0835320000
# 0065910000

5

6

4

Order No.

Starck 1 offers many possibilities: one available option is
the 57 cm-wide washbasin with siphon cover plus practical
towel rails for guest towels (3) or the classic model with
simple siphon cover (no illustration).

guest bathrooms
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guest bathrooms

The guest toilet under a roof. Roof pitches are a necessary architectural fact and so it’s good to know that suitable
products to furnish them and to optimize space can be found at Duravit. The Starck 1 toilet with SoftClose toilet seat (in
ﬂoormounted or wallmounted version) and, in particular, the diagonal Architec washbasin are real winners in smaller
areas.

Products: Architec (Design by Frank Huster),
Starck 1 (Design by Philippe Starck)

1
Handrinse basin, 645 mm
without overflow, with tap-platform, bowl left
Design siphon, chrome

Order No.
# 0764650000
# 0050361000

2
Toilet close-coupled, washdown model
Cistern, push button Puro
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure

Order No.
# 0233090000
# 8727100001
# 0065880000

3
Handrinse basin, 360 mm
without overflow, with tap-platform
Design siphon, chrome

Order No.
# 0766350000
# 0050361000

4
Wall mounted toilet, washdown model
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure

Order No.
# 0210090000
# 0065880000

4

Accessoires: Series Starck 1

3

The ingenious Architec handrinse basin offers plenty of space for storing odds and ends, but takes up little room. It is
available as a left- or right-angled diagonal (1) as well as in the classic 36cm-wide form, with an optional soap dispenser (3).

guest bathrooms
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Products: Vero

1
Handrinse basin, 500 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
Design siphon, chrome

Order No.
# 0703500008
# 0050361000

2
Toilet close-coupled, washdown model
Cistern
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure
Bidet floor standing

#
#
#
#

3
Urinal, model for cover
Urinal cover

Order No.
# 2801320000
# 0061510000

4
Order No.
Washbasin, 600 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
# 0454600000
Metal console, chrome
# 0030631000
Mirror, 460 mm
with lightning and glass shelf, White Highgloss
# 7210

5
Wall mounted toilet, washdown model
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure

Accessoires: Series Happy D.

Small but reﬁ ned: wherever space is limited, the Vero handrinse basin with an overhang
of only 25 cm proves to be the perfect problem solver (1). Extra clever: the furniture
washbasin with matching vanity unit for plenty of practical storage room (see page 24,
illustration 2) or the planning-friendly narrow solution with a width of only 25 cm (see
page 29, illustration 4).
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Order No.
2116090000
0909000005
0067690000
2240100000

3

Order No.
# 2217090000
# 0067690000

The colorful guest toilet. White meets color, square encounters round – and it looks so good. The Vero ceramic series
diligently follows a rectangular form and for this very reason washbasins, ﬂoormounted toilets and bidets can easily be
combined with other layout elements.

4

5

Chic: the washbasin with chrome stand and additional rail for hand and guest towels (4). The toilet and bidet – wallmounted or ﬂoorstanding – perfectly replicate the basic rectangular form of the washbasin and rest on a smaller cuboid.
The toilet seat with convenient, automatic SoftClose system sits ﬂush with the ceramic rim to form a harmonious unit
(2 + 5).

guest bathrooms
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X-Large revamps small bathrooms: a new
solution for a washbasin vanity unit in Teak

1
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The well-appointed guest bathroom. This clear-cut design offers just as much practical comfort. The clear design of the
washbasin and wallmounted toilet from the Vero ceramic series create an elegant and even edgy look. The washbasin
vanity unit and wall boards from the X-Large furniture range offer plenty of shelf space. Real wood veneers and decors
from dark Wengé to light Natural Oak provide a cozy, inviting atmosphere. Particularly sophisticated and new to the
range are Teak (decor) and Oak Anthracite (real wood veneer). In addition, there are the varnished surfaces including
Cappuccino High Gloss and White High Gloss.

Products: Vero, X-Large (Sieger Design)

1
Handrinse basin, 450 mm
ground, with overflow, with tap-platform
Vanity unit
wall mounted, Teak
Low cabinet,
with flap and chromed basket, Teak
Counter Top, 800 mm
Teak
Wall board, 120 mm
Teak
Mirror with lighting and glass shelf,
Teak
Wall mounted toilet, washdown model
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure

2
Furniture handrinse basin, 450 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
Vanity unit
wall mounted, Teak

3
Furniture washbasin, 850 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
Vanity unit
wall mounted, Oak Natural

Order No.
# 0704450027
# 6216
# 2216
# 065C
# 9407
# 7210
# 2217090000
# 0067690000

Order No.
# 0704450000
# 6209 L / R

Order No.
# 0329850000
# 6052

3

Where to put used towels? The towel basket which
can be tilted outwards from the X-Large washbasin
vanity unit guarantees tidiness and hygiene in a guest
bathroom.

guest bathrooms
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The smaller the dimensions, the more the emphasis is placed on design. It's a concept that has been embraced by the
furniture washbasin from Starck 3. Whether it be with a suitable X-Large vanity unit in the brand-new White High Gloss
(1) or the height adjustable metal console (3), the washbasin, with its 48 x 46.5 cm dimensions, proves elegant in any
setting. And, if a guest happens to look at the underside of the basin while drying his hands, he'll ﬁ nd it is smoothly ﬁnished, even on the underside.
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The economical guest bathroom. Washbasin, toilet, bidet, urinal: Starck 3. Vanity unit: X-Large. Accessories: D-Code.
Three ranges that not only distinguish themselves through good design, but which are also excellent value for money.
When combined, they create a guest bathroom that is simply unbeatable in terms of form, functionality and price.

3

Products: Starck 3 (Design by Philippe Starck),
X-Large (Sieger Design)

1
Furniture washbasin, 480 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
Vanity unit
wall mounted, White Highgloss
Mirror with lighting and glass shelf,
White Highgloss

Order No.
# 0303480000
# 6525 L
# 7210

2
Wall mounted toilet, washdown model
Toilet seat
Toilet seat, with SoftClose automatic closure
Bidet wall mounted

#
#
#
#

3
Washbasin
Metal console, chrome

Order No.
see pic. 1
# 0030641000

4
Urinal, model with fly

Order No.
# 0827250007

5
Handrinse basin, 500 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
Design siphon, chrome

Order No.
2225090000
0063810000
0063890000
2280150000

4

Order No.
# 0751500000
# 0050361000

6
Corner handrinse basin, 430 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform

Order No.
# 0752440000

Accessoires: Series D-Code

5

6

Urinal selection: the geometrically appealing version with a
ﬂy target for increased accuracy (4) or the classical version
(see page 13).
A problem solver for particularly limited spaces: the
Starck 3 washbasin (50 cm) and the corner washbasin, which
ﬁ ts snugly into every niche (5 + 6).
guest bathrooms
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The discreet guest bathroom. This outline shows how you can simultaneously separate various bathroom areas
while keeping the layout transparent: bidet and toilet from the Vero series are separated from the rest of the room
by glass screens. The wash area is comprised of a Vero washbasin plus vanity unit and a mobile storage unit from
the X-Large range.

2

Products: Vero, X-Large (Sieger Design)

1
Washbasin, 600 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
Vanity unit
wall mounted, White Highgloss
Mirror with lighting and glass shelf,
White Highgloss
Mobile storage unit, White Highgloss
Bidet wall mounted

Order No.
# 0454600000
# 6044
# 7211
# 2700 L /R
# 2239150000

2
Handrinse basin, 500 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform
Vanity unit
wall mounted, Oak anthracite

Order No.
# 0703500009

3
Washbasin
Towel rail, chrome

Order No.
see pic. 1
# 0030371000

# 6208 L /R

4
Handrinse basin, 250 mm
with overflow, with tap-platform

Order No.
# 0702250000

5
Low cabinet
wall mounted, incl. chromed basket, Oak anthracite

4

3

Order No.
# 2564

5

Practical extras: the Vero washbasin with optional towel rail (3) or the X-Large washbasin vanity unit for odds and ends
with door (2) or the wallmounted vanity unit on the side with integrated towel basket (5).
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Have we sparked your interest? You can ﬁnd all of
Duravit’s products and series in the current Badmagazin – not only for the guest bathroom and
toilet, but for all other application areas: sanitary
ware, bathroom furniture, bathtubs and whirlpools, wellness products and accessories. You can
request it free-of-charge at www.duravit.com
Leben im Bad
Living bathrooms

badmagazin
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Want a new bathroom?
You can easily and simply arrange a test
bath appointment. Hornberg +49 7833 70 114,
designcenter@duravit.com
Open Mo – Fr 8 am – 7 pm, Sa 12 – 4 pm.
Free admission!
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We reserve the right to make technical improvements and enhance the appearance of the products shown.

Duravit AG
Werderstr. 36
78132 Hornberg
Germany
Phone +49 7833 70 0
Fax
+49 7833 70 289
info@duravit.com
www.duravit.com

